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About This Game

Before Common Era (B.C.E.) is a top-down multiplayer action game set in the Stone Age. Brandish prehistoric weapons and
face off against your enemies across a variety of prehistoric environments. Challenge your friends to some couch-multiplayer

action, or buddy up and go online to take on the world! Unlock cosmetic items to customize your caveman - the finest warriors
wear only the finest furs. Smash, sock, and skewer your way to the top of the food chain in B.C.E.!

Key Features

Engage in fast-paced, comical, and competitive gameplay

Battle with up to 4 local or online players

Crush enemy cavemen using prehistoric weapons

Extinguish the enemy team's fire pits to win in the never-before-seen game mode, Burnout

Earn Favor from your accomplishments in battle

Unlock cosmetic items like hats and weapon skins by spending Favor

Express yourself and customize your caveman
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Travel to distinct and beautiful environments

Survive the wild hazards of the Stone Age, from freezing blizzards to ravenous sharks
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Title: B.C.E.
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Blue Drop Games
Publisher:
Blue Drop Games
Release Date: 12 Sep, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 32b

Processor: Core i3 @ 2.00Ghz

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 9800 GT / AMD HD 6850 / Intel HD Graphics 4400

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: NA

Additional Notes: Gamepad Recommended

English
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Concept good, gameplay is solid and bug free. Way too easy. This game could be as good as banished if it were just difficult, its
kindof a slog with no real challenge. Relaxing though.. After a rough start, shout out to the Dev for personally responding
and♥♥♥♥♥♥
Game is fun, fluid and interactive. Tough finding games in the US that aren't either full or dead empty, but that's just us not
liking football. ant-man and civil war not included in season pass, what a let down.
should have not bothered with season pass and just bought ant-man and spider-man DLC. It's fun... for one game.

The reason? My first ever turn went on for half an hour and seemed like it would never end. With no real peril or impression
that I was going to die, I was so tired I just had to let the hordes descend on me and kill me for a break!. While the devs describe
this game as a 'streamlined take on the classic "4x" genre', that's a bit of an overstatement. It's pretty much just a straight line.
There realy isn't much to do other than build up an fleet and try to overwhelm everything as you expand outward. Other than
your ships, the only resource to manage is upgrading factories on planets so they will build more ships each turn. This does forfit
any ship building for that planet that turn and the only limit is that you can only upgrade one factory per turn & a particular
factory cannot be upgraded on consecutive turns.

The main negative of this game is that there is no online community anymore, meaning that there are 3 achievements that will
be impossible to earn without help from friends who also own this game.

So why do I recommend it? Because sometimes simple is fun. It's easy to generate a small map and have a quick game that you
can finish in under 15 minutes or pull up a huge one for an 8 player last-man-standing war that can last a while. If you either
allow the adaptive AI to level up as you win games (or raise it manually), eventually your opponents will put up a decent fight. If
they get to be too much, you can always knock it down a bit to make it challenging and fun for you the player (and turn off
adaptive AI). Without any real online play I don't think I'd pay full price, but if you can catch it on good sale it worth a few
bucks for a quick and simple strategy fix.
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A powerful but cursed unit that requires some finesse to play as he can acidentally AOE all his team-mates to death if not used
with care. Destructive mage caster class.. This review is LOONG overdue but Genie is in my top five favorite walking
simulators ever. EVER. I love, love, love the narrative, contributed by great voice acting because you keep wanting to hear more
and sometimes space out on the gameplay, while getting lost in Lula's thoughts and stories ;) The game is very extensive, with
multiple endings and different paths to take. I definitely think you get your money's worth, with all of the twenty minute
walking sims out there.

Genie is also filled with beautiful graphics and some very fun easter eggs too. And if you're into riding dragons - there is a
surprise at the end (because yes, I was thinking about the dragon the entire time!) :). Fun and easy game for people learning to
move a character in a 3D environment.

Cons:
- 180 trampoline jumps have a weird and counter intuitive way of keeping your momentum
- Mouse sens is broken
- Last level is very badly designed, requiring you to clip through an object just to be able to see.
- Very short, took me 1 hour to complete everything and that's when having spent time trying to fix mouse sens.

Worth a buy if it's on sale for less than $1. Nice game, it is fun. Yes, a downvote so it must be a troll.

Ignore all the other upvotes, this is not a good game.

In my first 30 minutes playing, I immedietly knew that this game wasn't what I expected when I noticed the transportation mode
is exactly the same as SteamVR and the way of picking objects up is exactly the same as SteamVR. The only thing I liked about
this is the original idea and how the narrator says, "wood." (It's so funny how he says it! xD) And I only recommend this game if
it on sale for like, 2 dollars. The Lab is better than this game, but it does have potential.

4\/10, unfortunately.. A heart-pounding horror game with a truly unique plot. For only $5 this game is absolutely worth picking
up!. Even though the game is almost free I still had to give it a thumb down - it is poorly programmed walking simulator (even
with lowered graphic details and low resolution it freezes for few seconds every time I turn around), the atmosphere is not bad,
but it is a game with about 30 minutes of gameplay where you have very little to actually do and deal with "puzzles" that are
hard to understand what have to do with anything.

Perhaps Artania has something to offer, but the game does everything possible to put me off from discovering what it is all
about.. This game is a scam. Softlocked by terrible programming. You can't reach past 1kb storage so broken game.
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